UNIT 2

A Tour of Parliament House, Melbourne

A tour of Parliament House in
Melbourne
A virtual tour
Some places you might see
Some stories you might hear during a tour
Select only those questions which are relevant to students
in your current group
Several questions in Part B are similar to those in Part A
Activities vary from easy to difficult; some questions have right
(or wrong!) answers while others seek an open-ended response

PICTURE 1

UNIT TWO GALLERY

A virtual tour of Parliament House in Melbourne

Do you have access to this webpage on a computer near you? This webpage is
where the Virtual Tour (the ONLINE visit to Parliament House) begins.

PICTURE 2

See also Unit Two questions A1 and B1

People on tour of Parliament House enter the Vestibule
The vestibule is the first room you enter once you have been through Security.
Look around and down. There is an important message to the people of Victoria built
into the tiles of the floor!

What might you expect in a message for all to see as they enter Parliament House?

See also Unit Two questions A2, A8 and B2
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PICTURE 3

UNIT TWO GALLERY

Queen’s Hall – and important people

You can enter Queen’s Hall from the Vestibule.
There is a statue at one end and portraits of former Premiers hanging on the walls.
Can you think of the names of at least two Premiers of Victoria?

PICTURE 4

See also Unit Two questions A3 and A9

The Mace and the Black Rod

Two more examples of symbols with important historic significance.
Which country provided our traditions in Parliament?

See also Unit Two questions A4, A10 and A14
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PICTURE 5

UNIT TWO GALLERY

The dome on Victoria’s Parliament House

Where is it?

PICTURE 6

See also Unit Two question B5

The Parliament House area: where a Kulin nation once lived

John Pascoe Fawkner trading with Kulin leaders in 1835,
close to an important corroboree site of the Kulin nation.
To whom or what does the word ‘Kulin’ refer?

See also Unit Two questions A6 and B8
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PICTURE 7

UNIT TWO GALLERY

The Legislative Assembly – who works here?

Look carefully at the online picture: what colour is the carpet? The colour of the
carpet is important - why?

PICTURE 8

See also Unit Two questions B4, B7, B9 and B10

Across to the Legislative Council…

The House of Review – what could that mean?

See also Unit One questions A10 and A11, and
Unit Two questions B4, B7, B9 and B10
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PICTURE 9

UNIT TWO GALLERY

An important signature - from the Speaker in the Lower House

But can you imagine what the connection might be between the Eureka Stockade at
Ballarat and a rubber stamp in Parliament?
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UNIT TWO PART A

Comprehension questions
about pictures in the Unit Two
Gallery
The first six questions ask you to look at six pictures in the Unit Two Gallery.
Many people want to go on a tour of Parliament House but can’t get there – at least,
not for a while. However, they can still go on a ‘virtual tour’ and perhaps use the
virtual tour as a way of getting ready for the real thing. After all, Parliament House
is a beautiful and interesting building, as well as a place of important political
activity.
The following program assumes that you have access to the Parliament of Victoria
website (see Question A1). These questions are just the beginning of a lot more
exploring that can be done online. Some questions are easy to answer, some are
more complicated.

Question A1

Look at Picture 1 which shows the first page of the Virtual Tour of Parliament
House. You can access the virtual tour by following the links from the Parliament
of Victoria website at www.parliament.vic.gov.au.
Go to Visit Parliament > Virtual Tour
Write down the web address for the Virtual Tour:
_________________________________________________

Question A2 At the beginning of the tour...
Picture 2 shows you the Vestibule. This is the room you see when you begin a
tour of Parliament House. Which word below (taken from a list of places within
Parliament House, Melbourne) is similar in meaning to the word ‘vestibule’?
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Chamber		

Library		

Entrance		

Office
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Question A3		

The second room in the tour...

Look at Picture 3 which shows the next room on the tour. This room was named
Queen’s Hall more than 100 years ago. Was it named after Queen Elizabeth II?
			
					Yes			No
If this room was named after a different Queen of England, what was her name?
			

Queen

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ [Clue: name of a State within Australia]

Question A4

Look at Picture 4. These objects are part of the tradition of independence and
safety of the parliamentarians. In particular, they represent the tradition of
providing safety and respect to the position of the Speaker in the Lower House
and the President in the Upper House.

a Name the two objects: The M _ _ _ and the B _ _ _ _

R__

b Go back in history for many hundreds of years to 13th-Century England,
when the Parliament was taking power away from the kings and queens.
Why was this sort of protection needed?

c Why do so many of Victoria’s traditions come from England?

Question A5

Look at Picture 5. A large dome was drawn in the plans for the Parliament
House building - but has the dome been built yet?
					Yes			No
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Question A6

Look at the caption for Picture 6 and find the year in which John Pascoe Fawkner
met with local Aborigines at the new settlement of Melbourne. Then complete
the maths question.
How many decades later was the 1856 opening of the new Parliament House building?

					

Up to one decade later

					

Between one and two decades later

					

Between two and three decades later

					

Between three and four decades later

Further comprehension questions...
using the Gallery as well as:

• written material from the booklet Inside the Parliament of Victoria
• two websites: www.parliament.vic.gov.au, and the tourism website
www.visitvictoria.com.au

Question A7		

Parliament of Victoria website

There is important information about the way people can use the parliamentary
website, shown in a list at the bottom of the web page.
Match list items (a) to (d) with the meanings listed underneath as numbers
(1) to (4). Write the correct number in the square brackets [ ].
(a) Last modified by the webmaster			

[

]

(b) Disclaimer						[

]

(c) Privacy Policy						[

]

(d) Copyright						[

]

1. Users of the Parliament website cannot be identified
2. Tells you when the web site was last changed by the official webmaster
3. No part may be reproduced except in ways permitted in the _____________

Act of 1968
4. Parliament cannot accept responsibility for the accuracy of other information

linked to the parliamentary website
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Question A8		

In the Vestibule

Picture 2 shows the Vestibule at Parliament House. If you look down at the
mosaic of tiles in the floor, you can see an important message quoted from The
Bible (Proverbs 11:1.4). The sentence is difficult to read out aloud and might
need two or three attempts.

“

Where no counsel is the people fall; but in the
multitude of counsellors there is safety

a What does this message mean?

“

Here is one interpretation:

This message is concerned with the way we need a lot of good ‘counsellors’ or advisors
to represent us, to speak for the people, in making decisions and in creating legislation.
Adapted from Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 16

Do you agree that this interpretation of the message is correct?
					Yes				No
If you disagree, what do you think that it means?

Question A9		

“

In Queen’s Hall

The State of Victoria is named after Queen
Victoria, Britain’s longest-serving monarch …
Her marble statue stands in Queen’s Hall.

“

.Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 16

In this room, you can also see portraits of former Premiers of Victoria.

a How many portraits of former Premiers are likely to be portraits of women?

							None
							One
							Two
							Three

b Why did you choose that number?
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Question A10 The Mace - the theft and the reward....
but what does the Mace symbolise?
Want to earn $50,000?
a Look at this reward notice and the paragraphs adapted from the two books Wright,
R. Who Stole the Mace? (2006) and Inside the Parliament of Victoria (2015).

b Background information: the Mace and the Black Rod: what are they?

“

Many of the symbols and procedures used in the
Victorian Parliament relate to traditions of the
British Parliament at Westminster dating back to the
13th Century, while others reflect the ideals of the
early Victorian parliamentarians.
[The Mace] was originally a weapon, carried by the
Serjeant-at-Arms who escorts the Speaker into the
Legislative Assembly Chamber for the opening of
each day’s proceedings… the Mace signifies the
Speaker’s authority. Both positions originated in
14th Century England’s House of Commons, where
the Serjeant acted as a bodyguard and used a Mace
to protect the Speaker.
[The Black Rod is the] …symbol of the Usher of the
Black Rod, executive officer to the President of the
Legislative Council…… [used during the] opening of
a new Parliament.

“

Adapted from Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 15
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c The evidence begins with the story of what happened back in 1891.

“

[Finally, the] parliamentary housekeeper George
Pearse…[and] his superior, Serjeant-at-Arms
George Upward…managed to open the lid of the
case where the Mace was stored when not in use
in Parliament. But they found that… “The Mace”,
Pearse announced, “has gone!”  
Adapted from Wright, R. Who Stole the Mace? (2006), Page 1

“

d Now read the following two explanations. Of course, there are other possible
explanations but they are not included here.

1
At 12:53pm on Friday, 9 October 1891, a man ran
from the rear entrance of Parliament House,
Melbourne. He was carrying a five-foot long
package wrapped in brown paper, tied with string,
and obviously bulkier at one end than the other.
He rushed across the courtyard, through the
eastern gate, out onto Gisborne Street and,
without stopping, boarded a passing cable-tram.
His momentum caused the package to swing around
and strike a metal stanchion. The package clanged.

2
The Mace had been spirited away from the Speaker’s
chambers by ‘two whores’ and a parliamentarian,
and taken to a well-known brothel near Parliament
House…this was a practical joke gone wrong…
Adapted from Wright, R. Who Stole the Mace? (2006), Pages 1 and 11
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e A question to help earn that reward....
One of the two explanations above is based on ‘circumstantial evidence’, and the
other one seems to be based on ‘gossip’.
Write 1 and 2 in the brackets to show your opinion of which explanation is
circumstantial evidence and which explanation is gossip.
				
[
] Circumstantial evidence
				
[
] Gossip
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Language and numeracy
practice
Question A11

Word Search

What words fit into the gaps in these sentences? Look for them in the grid.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The first room visited in the tour of Parliament is the V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
Melbourne is the capital city of the state of V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
The chamber in with the green carpet is the L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Assembly
Another word for ‘room’ where MPs attend Question Time is C h _ _ _ _ _
Red carpet can be found in the U _ _ _ _ House
Green carpet is used in the L _ _ _ _ House
The Premier must be an MP in the Lower H _ _ _ _
Another name for the Lower House is the Legislative A _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Another name for the Upper House is Legislative C _ _ _ _ _ _

W
J
P
Q
W
H
E
M
T
O
S

T
V
I
C
T
O
R
I
A
P
C

B
E
L
Z
E
U
Q
C
S
P
H

D
S
X
O
U
S
H
O
S
E
A

E
T
U
D
K
E
H
U
E
J
M

A
I
O
L
A
R
E
N
M
O
B

L
B
P
I
V
D
O
C
B
S
E

H
U
P
P
E
R
U
I
L
B
R

I
L
O
W
E
R
S
L
Y
Q
D

L
E
G
I
S
L
A
T
I
V
E
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Question A12

Match-up

There are different types of abbreviations; we use them a lot. For example:
There was a lot of money spent on the promo for the new car
The student began to study at TAFE

Select the correct abbreviation from the second list to write next to each name
in the first list.
List 1
Victoria
Freedom of Information
Member of the Legislative Assembly
Parliament
Member of Parliament
Government
Member of the Legislative Council
Public Private Partnership
List 2
MLC
Govt
MLA
Parlt
Vic
MP
FoI
PPP
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Question A13 Words that can act like signposts
Look below at Story A which gives instructions on what happens when you go
on a tour of Parliament House.

Story A
1. Arrive at Parliament House and go through security.
2. Go into the Vestibule and meet the person who will

take you on the tour.
3. Walk from there into Queen’s Hall where there is a

big statue of Queen Victoria and paintings of former
Premiers of Victoria.
4. Continue the tour with a visit to the Upper House

chamber (where the carpet is red) and the Lower House
chamber (with green carpet).
5. Finish the tour after approximately one hour.

When you have finished reading Story A, move onto Story B below, which is
a sample report of your tour of Parliament House. However, four words have
been left out of your report, as shown by the gaps. The four missing words are:
		

Finally 		Next		Then 		Initially

Place these four words in the gaps so that Story B follows the same chronology
as Story A.

Story B
We arrived at Parliament House at 2pm. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
they asked us to go through Security.
_ _ _ _
we went
into the Vestibule to meet the person who would take us
on the tour around the building.
_ _ _ _, we entered Queens Hall to look at the big statue
of Queen Victoria and the paintings of previous Premiers
of Victoria and continued the tour with a visit to the
Upper House chamber (where the carpet is red) and the
Lower House chamber (with green carpet).
_ _ _ _ _ _, we completed the tour about one hour later.
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Question A14

Some numeracy questions

The history of the Mace goes back to the 13th Century in England. When did
the 13th Century begin and end?
						1201 – 1300AD
						1301 – 1400AD
						1401 – 1500AD
Read the story below. Would the students be late for their 3.05pm train at
Parliament Station? Check the mathematics and then fill in the answers.
The tour began at 2.00pm after going through Security
They met the tour guide in the Vestibule (3 minutes)
They looked at Queens Hall and discussed the history of
the building (8 minutes)
Next, they walked along the corridor for the next part
of the tour (5 minutes)
They entered the Upper House chamber and heard stories
about the Legislative Council (14 minutes)
They went slowly across towards the Legislative
Assembly chamber (5 minutes)
There they discussed Question Time, passing bills and
what happens in the Lower House (¼ hour)
They made a final inspection of other parts of the
building and a comfort stop visit (10 minutes)
They left Parliament House and rushed to the platform
of the station for their train (10 minutes)

a Were the students late for their train?		 YES		 NO
b How many minutes were spare, or how many minutes late were they?
c The Mace is about 5 feet long. How many centimetres is that (approximately)?
Answer:			

60

16 cm		

160 cm		

1600 cm
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Reading the pictures...and beyond
Some questions in Part B require access to pictures in the Unit Two Gallery while
other questions need student access to other resources as well, for example
the booklet Inside the Parliament of Victoria
the website www.parliament.vic.gov.au
the large-scale posters of MPs
Free copies of these resources have been sent to all schools, public libraries,
TAFE institutes and adult education centres in Victoria. Additional copies can be
ordered through the Education Zone of the parliament website.

Question B1
Look at Picture 1 and decide if there are changes you would make so that it is
easier for a user to begin the Virtual Tour.

Question B2
Look at Picture 2. A large mosaic is built into the floor of the Vestibule (see Page
16 of Inside the Parliament of Victoria for further details).
A quotation around the outside edge of this mosaic reads:

“

Where no counsel is the people fall; but in the
multitude of counsellors there is safety.
(This is a quote from the Bible, Proverbs 11:14)

“

The message in this quotation concerns the rights and responsibilities of people
who have been elected to Parliament and the people who voted for them.

a

Try to re-write this message in everyday, conversational language. Do you
find that you need to use words like you or we?

b Rewrite your everyday version of the message as a mobile phone text message.
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Question B3
a In Queen’s Hall, there are portrait paintings arranged around the walls. These
are portraits of:

					

Early European settlers from the 1840s

					Former Premiers of Victoria
					

Kings and Queens of England

b If it’s not a statue of Queen Elizabeth II in the Queen’s Hall, then who is it?
If this question is difficult to answer from the picture, then perhaps the following
hint will help: who was Queen of England when Parliament began in Victoria?

Question B4
Look at Pictures 7 and 8. There are several stories that try to explain the choice
of colour for carpet in both the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council
but this question begins with ‘the facts’!

NOTE: the same ‘facts’ apply to the Upper Houses and the Lower Houses in

Parliaments in Victoria, in Canberra, in London....and in many other places.

a Once again, fill in the correct answer for each gap, using the given clues.
			
			

Clue 1 = The Upper House chamber has red carpet
Clue 2 = The Lower House chamber has green carpet

The Chamber with green carpet is the Legislative ___________________ .
The Chamber with red carpet is the Legislative _____________________ .
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b Read the following two stories about the choice of colour for the carpets. Are

the stories convincing? Give each story a score from one to three:
		

1 = not convincing

2 = perhaps		

3 = very convincing

Story One
Many of our parliamentary traditions come from
England. Local people would hold their public
meetings on a green field in the villages
called ‘the common’.

									YOUR

Story Two

SCORE: _____

Red dye for cloth was very expensive in
ancient Rome and Athens and so red colour was
worn only by wealthy or powerful people. Green
was an inexpensive dye to colour cloth with.

									YOUR

SCORE: _____

Question B5
Think of a famous large public building in the City of Melbourne which has
an impressive dome. The building itself is more than 100 years old, though the
dome is not.
What is the building?
This building holds free exhibitions about the history of Victoria, the development
of Melbourne, and the beginnings of parliamentary government in Victoria.
You can do more than read books there!
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Question B6
Look at Picture 4.

a What do you think the Mace, and the Black Rod, are made from?
b How much money do you think they are they worth?
c

If you wanted to build a new Mace, and a new Black Rod, suitable for the
21st Century, what changes would you make? First read the following historical
explanation to help you work out what is so different these days....or is it really
so different?
The Mace and the Black Rod have a long symbolic connection with the struggle
for parliaments in England many hundreds of years ago. The King was very
powerful but, slowly, the people began to limit the King’s power.
As time went by, some kings found it more and more difficult to control
Parliament - although many kept trying - and people in Parliament needed
protection!
What function do you think the Mace and the Black Rod originally provided?
Further information is available from Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 15.

Question B7
The Presiding Officer of the Legislative Council is called:
					The

President

a What title does the Presiding Officer of the Legislative Assembly have?
				

The _____________________________

b This is the Presiding Officer position which Peter Lalor held...but who was
Peter Lalor, and why was he famous?
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Question B8

People of the Kulin nation have lived in the Melbourne area for at least 40,000
years, possibly even longer.

a But ‘Melbourne’ was founded [by European settlers]…
						80 years ago
						180 years ago
						1,800 years ago
If in doubt, try the website:
		

www.melbourne.vic.gov.au

			
>
			>
			
>
			
>

About Melbourne
History
History of a City
Settlement to City

b

One recent tradition at Parliament is the invitation to representatives of
the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation to be prominently involved in the
ceremony for the Opening of Parliament.
Why do you think this is such a recent tradition?

Question B9

The Presiding Officers of the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council
are chosen from elected Members of Parliament.

a Do you think that Presiding Officers should be chosen from outside Parliament

and from outside the political parties?

b

Explain your reasons to other students.
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Question B10

There are many people who work as officials in the parliamentary system.
In the list below, match name of the position and function of the position by
placing the appropriate number in the brackets:
				[
				
[
				[
				
[
				
[

1

]
]
]
]
]

Clerks
Usher of the Black Rod
Serjeant-at-Arms
Advisers to MPs
Electorate staff

Works as executive officer in the Legislative Council and leaves the Rod on
display in the Upper House when the President is ‘in the Chair’

2 Help MPs to run their local office, answer the telephones, respond to general
public enquiries and help maintain an MP’s appointments diary

3
4
5

Sit in front of the President (Upper House) and Speaker (Lower House) to
help run the business of parliamentary proceedings
Give policy advice to the MP who employs them and help to research and
write speeches for them
Works as executive officer in the Legislative Assembly and leaves the Mace
on display in the Lower House when the Speaker is ‘in the Chair’

Further information is available on Page 18 of Inside the Parliament of Victoria.
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Question B11

Some mathematics

a Earthquakes and natural disasters
Parliament House in Melbourne is a magnificent building with a budget for ongoing maintenance. However, some parliamentary buildings in other parts of
the world face problems which Melbourne can only begin to imagine.
For example, Parliament House in Wellington, New Zealand, underwent major
redevelopment during the 1990s to make it safe from earthquakes!
The building was ‘lifted’ and separated from its original foundations so that
some four hundred rubber bearings could be inserted at the base of its support
columns. Although serious earthquakes happen in New Zealand from time to
time, the Parliament House building can now safely move up to 300mm sideways
when an earthquake hits the city.
Think about the changes in this way: now, it has become a building sitting like
a ‘...stiff box on top of horizontally flexible supports ... [with] the ability for
the building to move up to 300mm sideways .... [because of this] creation of a
“moat” wherever the bearings are below ground level ... a system comprising
high density rubber in combination with lead cores...’
How far (approximately) is 300mm?
					
					

The length of an A4 sheet of paper
The length of a modern small car

b Risk management!

As described above, the Parliament House in Wellington (the capital city of
New Zealand) has been redeveloped to try to meet the risks of damage to life
and building. How likely is it that a severe earthquake will hit this parliamentary
building?
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Read the following table of information (adapted from the original leaflet) and
then answer the four questions which follow.

Intensity of
earthquake

Likely frequency
of return of such
earthquakes

6

Every 5 – 10 years

7

8

9

10

68

Effect on the
community and
buildings (a few
examples of impact
only)

Felt by everyone. People
and animals alarmed.
Plaster cracks or falls.
Windows broken.
Every 15 – 25 years General alarm. Difficulty
experienced in standing.
Loose brickwork and tiles
dislodged. Domestic
water tanks burst
Every 50 – 80 years Alarm may produce
panic. Damage to
masonry buildings.
Chimneys, monuments,
towers twisted or down.
Some brick veneers
damaged.
Every 220 – 350
General panic. Masonry
years
buildings heavily
damaged, sometimes
collapsing. Damage to
foundations. Cracking
of ground conspicuous.
Minor damage to roads
and pathways.
Every 500 – 600
Most masonry structures
years
destroyed with their
foundations. Some well
built wooden buildings
and bridges seriously
damaged. Cement
and asphalt road badly
cracked or thrown into
waves.

Sideways
Likely effect on
movement
the base-isolated
expected by
parliamentary
Parliament
buildings
House
No damage to
parliamentary
buildings

30mm

No damage to
parliamentary
buildings

50mm

No structural
damage to
parliamentary
buildings; onset
of non-structure
damage in details

70mm

Maximum probable
earthquake.
Parliamentary
buildings survive
unscathed. Minor
non-structural
damage within.

200mm

Maximum credible
earthquake. Minor
structural damage
but greater nonstructural damage

450mm
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a How difficult is it to read a chart of information with such small print and so

many details? How can you avoid making mistakes as you scan the information
in general and then look for particular details?

b

Read again the earlier information about the redeveloped structure of
Parliament House and the sideways movement tolerated. What is the maximum
earthquake intensity that is significantly covered by the new system? What do
YOU mean by the word significant?

c How often is an earthquake of this magnitude expected?
d What is meant (in planning and budget terms) by the words risk management?
Base Isolation Earthquake Proofing Used in Parliament Buildings (leaflet), Visitor Services,
Parliament Buildings, Wellington, New Zealand

For questions B12 and B13, students may prefer to work as members of a group

Question B12

In Australia, voting is compulsory. Some people agree with this rule, others
complain. As part of this debate, we will often hear the argument that voting
must be treated as both a right and a responsibility.

a

Look at Page 21 of the book Inside the Parliament of Victoria. What is the
age at which people vote?
				16		17		18		21
Should the voting age be lowered?
What are your reasons for keeping or changing the minimum voting age?
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b In 1973, the law specifying the minimum age at which people could vote was
changed. The voting age became 18 years. Before then, you could not vote until
you were 21 years old.

Sometimes, you will hear ‘young people’ argue that these days they know more
than the young people of previous generations because of the new (technological)
ways of getting information.
One way to decide on whether you agree is through watching educational
programs that school students see on television (or online) and then compare
your own general knowledge with the information in those programs.
For example, look at the TV program Behind the News: on ABC television most
weekday mornings during school time, or online at
			www.abc.net.au/news/btn

How do you compare? Do young people know more about the world today than
young people in 1973?
In part (a) of this question above, you expressed your opinion about how old
people should be before they are permitted to vote. Are there any other ‘tests’
which people should ‘pass’ before they are given the vote? Should there be?
This could become a controversial topic to discuss in class!
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Question B13

Look at the Coat of Arms for the State of Victoria, and the crest of the Parliament
of Victoria.

Using Page 16 of Inside the Parliament of Victoria, discuss the historical reasons
for the images used in the crest and coat of arms and then debate the following
possibilities:

a Should the images be changed? If so, why?
b When would you make that change?
c

In a democracy like the State of Victoria, who decides on changes like this
one and how would they be made? (An answer like “The people decide” is not
enough!)

d Do you think that there might be difficulties resulting from fine print in the

Constitution of Victoria? What is meant by the words ‘fine print’ in this context?
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UNIT 3

The Language of Parliament

Language to do with Parliamentary
Government
The formal world of the Victorian Parliament
The use (sometimes) of less formal language
Communicating with the general public
Select only those questions which are relevant to students
in your current group
Several questions in Part B are similar to those in Part A
Activities vary from easy to difficult; some questions have right (or
wrong!) answers while others seek an open-ended response
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UNIT THREE GALLERY

The language of the “Separation of Powers”

MPs in Parliament… Ministers of the Crown …Judges in the Courts
Why should there be a ‘separation’ of power?

PICTURE 2

See also Unit Three questions A1, A5, A9, B1

A ‘spirited’ use of language ... during Question Time

The language of Question Time: to communicate information, to defend your
position, to attack your opponents, or something else?

See also Unit Three questions A2, A6, B2a, B13
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PICTURE 3

UNIT THREE GALLERY

The ‘language of protest’... in the streets

How important is ‘body language’ in a street protest?

PICTURE 4

See also Unit Three questions A3, A7, B3

The language of the political cartoon...and double-meaning!

Are political cartoons a cruel way to communicate with parliamentarians?

See also Unit Three questions A4, A8, B4, B13
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UNIT THREE GALLERY

The language in one important document: the Constitution

The Constitution provides the rules – but rules about what?

PICTURE 6

See also Unit Three questions B5, B10

The language of our parliamentary system:
Import or Export?

Most of the language and parliamentary system in Victoria is copied from one
particular country. Which country... and why?

See also Unit Three question B6
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PICTURE 7

UNIT THREE GALLERY

The language of Hansard

Who said what – and when? And how can you prove it?

PICTURE 8

See also Unit Three questions B7, B15

How language might be changed by new technologies

Will modern technology improve communication between Parliament and the public?

See also Unit Three questions A15, B9
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Reading the pictures
The first four questions ask you to look at four pictures in the Unit Three Gallery

Question A1 The Separation of Powers

Sometimes the language used to describe parliamentary government is difficult.
For example, do you know the meaning of the words Legislature, Executive and
Judiciary?

a First, look at Picture 1. What is the name of this mathematical object?
b Next, you can see that there are three points (A, B and C) at different places

on that object. These three points seem to be separate….but if you keep looking,
they also seem to be connected in some way - just like the three main branches
of government in Victoria.
In a democracy, these three main branches of government should be separate
and independent of each other. And yet, in a way, they are also connected.
In the first list below, the three different parts of government are described in a
few words and are then given the letters A, B or C. As a question about language,
can you match the role of each branch of government with its name by writing
the letters A, B and C in the second list?

A Government Ministers and the public servants		
B The Judges in the Courts						
C The MPs and the Parliament					

The Legislature
The Executive
The Judiciary

c Look back at the picture in which we try to show that three parts of government
can be separate…and yet, at the same time, they are connected! Can you see
both interpretations?
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Question A2 The Chair of the meeting

Picture 2 shows MPs during Question Time in the Lower House.
What is the name given to the Presiding Officer who is responsible for the
way in which business is conducted and the way language is used in the Lower
House during Question Time?
The name of the Presiding Officer is:
						The Premier
						The Speaker
						The Whip

Question A3 Protests

Picture 3 shows a group of citizens protesting in the streets of Melbourne.
Are protests like this one - with placards and speeches critical of government
policy and government legislation - against the law?

Question A4 Political cartoons

Political cartoons often use a visual language to ‘discuss’ governments and
politics! Picture 4 shows an example of a political cartoon used in an exhibition
in Queens Hall, Parliament House, 6-24 March 2006 called Drawn on the Issues
– 150 years of State Political Cartoons. Political cartoons like this one often
appear in newspapers and magazines.

a What do you think is the general message (about all, or many, politicians) in

this political cartoon?

b Wildcard question:

Newspapers now include political cartoons,
sometimes animated, on their websites. Can you find at least one example of a
political cartoon about Victoria?
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Further comprehension
questions using the Gallery as well as…
• written material from the 34-page book Inside the Parliament of Victoria
• the Parliament of Victoria website at www.parliament.vic.gov.au

Question A5 Checks and Balances via the
				Separation of Powers
Read the following explanation and then answer the question below:
…The term Separation of Powers refers to the idea that in a democracy the three
main branches of government are separate – they cannot all be controlled by the
elected Government of the day or by any one party or interest group.
The Legislature (the Parliament of MPs)
The Executive (Government Minister, senior public servants and their departments)
The Judiciary (the courts)
It is their separation and independence that allows them to act as checks and
balances on each other.
Adapted from Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 4

True or False?
Checks and balances means that no branch of government is completely
controlled by one group.
					
					True				False
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Question A6 Question Time (and mathematics)
				 on sitting days in Parliament
Look at Picture 2. Make sure you know what happens in Question Time. Check
Page 28 of Inside the Parliament of Victoria if you wish.
Next, your answer to part (a) of this question will result from some everyday
mathematical calculations!

a

Question Time on Wednesdays and Thursdays during sitting weeks in the
Legislative Assembly begins at 11am. According to the rules for the conduct of
business, “Question Time … lasts for 30 minutes, or until five oral questions and
related supplementary questionshave been answered, and up to five ministers’
statements have been made”.
Find out when Question Time would finish if the questions and the responses
from Ministers followed this pattern:
• If five MPs each need one minute to ask a question, and the Ministers

take three minutes for each answer…

• And if two of those MPs need half a minute each for their supplementary

questions and then receive a reply from the relevant Minister which each
takes one minute…

Assuming no delays, when would this particular Question Time conclude?

b

Experiment by writing your own formal question (about parliamentary
government) which you can then read out to your teacher.
How many words (approximately) could you fit into that question if you had no
more than twenty seconds available to read it out loud and clearly?
			20			40			60			80
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Question A7 Protests
a

In the early days of democracy in Ancient Athens, women could not vote.
Slaves could not vote either.
Over the next two thousand years, democracy spread to other cultures around
the world. Each culture allowed different groups to vote; for example, people
who owned property.
Finally, during the last one hundred years or so, the parliaments of a lot of
countries approved universal suffrage. What do you think these two words
mean? Choose the most appropriate explanation from the choice below.

						
						
						

The right for adult men to vote
The right for adult women to vote
The right for adult men and women to vote

b Have you seen a major political protest meeting? Did you see it live or on TV?

If so, what was the protest about?

c A protest (in Melbourne) about a war might take place at Federation Square.

On the other hand, a protest about logging in the mountains might take place
on the steps of Parliament House. Why might the protests be held in these
different locations?

d

Some graffiti is considered to be a form of political protest. What type of
message and what wording would you expect to find in graffiti which is
considered to be political protest?
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Question A8 Political spin and making it sound
				okay

The political cartoon used in Picture 4 refers to ‘spin’. Sometimes, language in
politics is clear but also, at different times, it can be deliberately unclear or even
manipulative.

a What is meant by the word ‘spin’, whether used in politics or in general?
b Weasel words Most of us are in danger of using ‘weasel words’…but

what are they?

“

It was in a democracy that the term ‘weasel word’ first
appeared (in the United States around the end of the
nineteenth century)…in ‘weasel words’, all meaning has
been sucked out of the word...
Adapted from Watson, D. Weasel Words, 2004

“

For an example of a weasel word, think back to ‘official reports’ during recent
wars when attacks sometimes caused collateral damage. Many people believed
that those words (collateral damage) were an example of using weasel words to
avoid saying something nasty.
From the two options listed below, what do you think is the real meaning of
collateral damage?
				
				

Broken lateral struts in a wooden fence or building
Damage to innocent people from bombing in war zones

The book by Don Watson, Watson’s Dictionary of Weasel Words, contemporary
clichés, cant and management jargon (Vintage Books, NSW, 2004) quotes George
Orwell in saying that “…political language … is designed to make lies truthful
and murder respectable, and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind…”
[Page 1].
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Not all weasel words are so nasty. Sometimes they just make things a bit more
acceptable to a lot of people. Sentences (1) to (3) are examples of weasel word
expressions which you have probably heard from time to time.
Place the numbers in the boxes which follow to match the possible ‘real meaning’
of these examples of weasel words.

1 We will need to downsize this company		
2 Your call is important to us
3 They were only being politically correct in what they said		
Please stay on the telephone (as long as you need to hang on for us to answer)
They were speaking according to fashionable social values
We need to make things smaller (especially the number of employees)

Question A9 Who makes the laws? Which laws?
a Common Law and Statute Law – the Parliament makes one, the Courts make
the other. But which is which?

As described in Inside the Parliament of Victoria page 24:

“

Common law is law made in the Courts. When a
judge makes a decision in a particular case, that
decision becomes a precedent [an example to
follow in the future]
Statute law is law made by Parliament as
expressed in an Act of Parliament…they can be
very general or very specific.
Inside the Parliament of Victoria, page 24

“
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b Five steps to make law in Parliament (statutes)…and a lot
of specialist language

What happens at each stage of making a law in Parliament?
There are five major steps which MPs must take to make a law. Those steps are
listed in sequence below.
Step One
Step Two
Step Three
Step Four
Step Five

Policy development
Drafting the bill
Parliamentary processes
Royal Assent
Commencement of the new, official Act

A

How would you describe what happens in those five steps?
Five descriptions are given in the second list below. Which description fits
which step?
Match each step with the appropriate description and show the results by writing
the letter A, B, C, D or E in the column next to each step. Matching the first
description with one of those steps has already been done for you as an example
of what to do!
A The Act comes into operation as Statute Law and is announced to the general public in the

Victorian Government Gazette

B Some ideas and plans for a new policy are put together by one or more Members of Parliament,
perhaps members of the same political party
C If the proposed bill is passed, the Governor of Victoria signs the bill so that it becomes an Act
of Parliament

D The proposal goes through three stages (called “readings”) and sometimes a lot of debate in

both the Lower House and the Upper House before being put to the vote

E These ideas are discussed with relevant people and then written as a draft bill which can be
introduced into Parliament
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c

The following system applies to the ‘Parliamentary processes’ stage of
responding to a draft proposal.
• All proposals must be passed by both Houses
• Some proposals can be introduced in the Upper House or the Lower House
• Financial bills can be introduced only in the Lower House

Does this information suggest any difference in levels of power between the two
Houses?
• In each House, a bill is read three times
• The First Reading – Parliament gives permission for the bill to be introduced,

a very brief process and there is no debate

• Second Reading – debate in general
• If a bill is controversial there is lots of further debate and it is sometimes

sent off to be looked at in more detail by a committee

• Third Reading – usually just a formal vote (without debate)
• Pass or Fail
• Sent to the other House (and the system is repeated…although the Upper

House is limited in its freedom to change Financial Bills)

		

Complicated? Look at the diagram at

		 www.parliament.vic.gov.au
		
Go to Education Zone - How a law is made
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Some group work leading to
reading, writing, numeracy…
and argument
Question A10 Difficult words, difficult ideas
There are many difficult words and expressions to learn if you want to study in
more detail what happens in parliamentary government. Some of these words
have been in use for many years but others have become prominent recently.
One example of a word in recent use is whistleblower. There have even been
stories in the news about people who have lost their jobs because they were a
whistleblower, and therefore have made use of a particular Act of Parliament as well as front page publicity in the newspapers.
However, this question is also a more general question: if YOU needed to learn
and then use a couple of these difficult words, how would YOU do it so that you
were successful?

a Place the numbers in the empty brackets to match the following six words or
expressions with their meaning.

1.

Pecuniary interest

2.

Good governance

3.

Whistleblower Act

4.

Ombudsman

5.

Auditor General

6.

The Constitution
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FF An official whose job is to look into people’s complaints against governments

or public servants

FF Efficient and honest processes of governing a community
FF Legislation that protects a person who formally reports improper conduct

by public officers or public organisations
FF A matter in which an MP has a financial interest
FF The officer who inspects government accounts and reports to the Parliament

on whether they show that money is handled correctly and legally

FF The law that sets out the basic rules of government and Parliament

b Next, match up another six words or expressions with their meanings.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Accountability
The Westminster System
Legislation
Bipartisan support
The Budget
A donkey vote

FF The system of representative government that we inherited from England
FF The government annual plan of proposed income (“revenue”) and

expenditure read out aloud to the Parliament by the Treasurer

FF The support of something by both major political parties
FF The responsibility of people who make decisions to explain and justify those

decisions

FF A law passed by government in parliament
FF A ballot paper on which a voter has written `1’ in the top box, then ‘2’

in the second box, and so on to the bottom of the ballot paper without
thinking about the candidates’ merits
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Question A11

Compare Sentence 1 with Sentence 2:

(Sentence 1)
We went to our MP and asked if she agrees that it
should be compulsory for us to vote.

(Sentence 2)
The opinion that voting should not be compulsory
is held by some people in Victoria.

a Does one sentence seem more ‘personal’?
b Are there three or four words that make one sentence look more personal? If

so, can you write out some of those words?

c Read Sentence 1 and Sentence 2 again.
One sentence talks about a particular person, but the other sentence talks about
ideas. We could say that the message in one sentence is expressed through a
‘concrete’ example while the message in the other sentence is expressed ‘in the
abstract’.
Which sentence is which? Place the correct number in each square:
		

A sentence which uses a concrete example

		

A sentence expressed in general, abstract terms

d Now, a complicated question which asks for your opinion, and the reason for
your opinion.

• If people want to avoid ‘personal responsibility’ for a particular opinion,

would they talk ‘in concrete terms’ or ‘in the abstract’?
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Language practice
Question A12

Word Search

Use the clues to find out which words you must look for in the puzzle.
• Each year, the Treasurer presents the following year’s _ _ _ _ _ _ to the Parliament
• You go to this person with a complaint about the action by a government: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• The laws passed by Parliament are called _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• Each sitting day the MPs debate in a lively session of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Time
• During unpopular wars, there are _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ on the streets
• The basic law concerning how a country is governed is set out in the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• The system of courts and judges is called the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• The _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is the branch of government which includes the Cabinet Ministers
• The name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is given to someone who ‘blows the whistle’ on wrong
things done by someone in the public service
• Victoria inherited the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ system of government from England

A
B
J
R
Z
H
Q
Z
B
L
P
C

W
E
S
T
M
I
N
S
T
E
R
O

H
S
D
S
A
I
R
A
C
G
O
N

I
Q
U
E
S
T
I
O
N
I
T
S

S
T
K
T
E
J
P
F
D
S
E
T

T
S
M
U
T
K
T
K
E
L
S
I

L
F
C
V
D
L
C
V
O
A
T
T

E
E
O
W
E
M
V
D
G
T
S
U

B
U
D
G
E
T
W
P
O
I
M
T

L
J
P
X
F
N
T
M
I
O
A
I

O
M
B
U
D
S
M
A
N
N
O
O

W
W
Q
Y
G
O
Y
K
J
K
G
N
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Question A13

Words, sounds and spelling

If you listen to the words government, Monday and month, you might think
that you write these words with the letter u and not the letter o. Many people
find that spelling words in the English language can be confusing – like this
example.
There is another example in which spelling becomes difficult and confusing.
In some words with the ‘ss’ sound, do you spell that sound with the letter c or
with the letter s? Or do you use something else, like the letters sc or perhaps the
letters ps, or maybe something else?!
Try to place the correct letters in the words below using the following list. Tick
each box as you find where it should go.
							S
							PS
							SC
							C
• There are some people who study politics as a _ _ ience.
• Others think that research into the _ _ ychology of politics should be their

mission.
• They know that many traditions of parliamentary government in Victoria

have come from the Westminster system which had taken many _ enturies
to evolve in England.
• However, _ ecret ballots began in Victoria, which should make us proud.
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Question A14

A timeline which includes a hint of
					the language of mathematics
Pretend it is the year 2020.
The following list of events has been written in chronological order, starting with
the earliest event. Use the numbers in the following list to write in approximate
dates for those events in the box.
Remember: the letter K represents the number ‘one thousand’.
• 1939-1945
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20K years ago
Nearly 190 years ago
1908
1856
1901
1914-1918
Late 1920s, part of the 1930s

With the sea more than 400 feet below the present level … an Aborigine could walk
from Victoria to Tasmania. … from Victoria to New Guinea
European settlers set up a permanent colony called Port Phillip but it takes several
years for a colony to be established
The Parliament of Victoria begins in the Colony of Victoria and a new Parliament
House is opened in Spring Street
The Commonwealth of Australia is formed with a Federal government and the
colonies (like the Colony of Victoria) are now called States
Women finally get the vote in State elections in Victoria
Millions of people die during the fierce fighting that takes place during World War I,
the ‘War to end all Wars!’
The Great Depression, in which so many people lost their jobs, started about ten
years after the end of World War I
World War II begins in Europe but spreads to the Pacific; in fact, Darwin and other
parts of northern Australia are bombed during this war

Did any of these events take place during the lives of your parents or your
grandparents?
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Question A15

					

Using modern technologies to
communicate with MPs in the future

In a previous DVD Inside Parliament, Chapter 7: How Can I Have My Say?,
one MP suggested that contact with him by email might ‘get lost’ and that it is
better to visit his office or write a letter. However, many people will want to use
email…and more and more might believe that we should use text-messaging or
social media.

a Changes in technology will cause change in the way we organise our political life.
For example, most people vote by visiting the polling booth. Some will be eligible
for postal voting, or absentee voting.
Do you think that one day voting by mobile phone will become another option
on election day?
Similarly, do you think that MPs in the future will have to provide a mobile
phone number to people in their electorate? Do you think that MPs will be
expected to respond to text messages?

b Prepare a text message or tweet to send to your local MP.
In this message, include a recommended course of action for solving a local
problem. Make sure that you choose a problem which lies within the responsibility
of State Government, not the Commonwealth Government or local councils.

c Discuss the implications of using text messages or social media as a means of
communication from the authorities during an emergency.

• What is meant by the words ‘the implications’?
• Perhaps it is better to re-write the question to read: What are the technical,

and social, implications of using text messages or social media as a means of
communication from the authorities during an emergency?

• Imagine that texts or social media posts are sent to a central radio station by

people in the middle of an emergency situation; should those messages be
immediately distributed to the general community? If not, why not and how
should they be eventually used?
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Reading the Pictures – and
beyond

Some questions in Part B require access to some of the pictures in the Unit Three
Gallery while other questions require access to other resources, for example:
• the book Inside the Parliament of Victoria
• the website www.parliament.vic.gov.au
• the large-scale posters of MPs, and

Free copies of these resources were sent to all schools, public libraries, TAFE
institutes and adult education centres in Victoria. Additional copies can be ordered
through the Education Zone of the Parliament website.

Question B1
a

Picture 1 suggests that the separation of powers is a good thing. Discuss
the advantages of keeping the courts and judicial system separate from the
government.

b

In Australia, disputes about State Government versus Commonwealth
Government powers are resolved in the High Court of Australia.
In which city would you expect to find the High Court of Australia? Why?
			Melbourne			Sydney			Canberra

c Think back over news reports during the past couple of years.
Can you name any country where the judges and the judicial system are
sometimes threatened by groups within that country’s parliament?
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Question B2
a Things change over time in parliaments, of course, but some things stay the

same. Look at Picture 2. Question Time is an important part of democratic life
and language can be used vigorously...and colourfully. This has been the case
for a long time.
However, some things change. Look at the photo below and describe to other
students how we know that this is not a photograph taken in Parliament this
year.

b In the public gardens near the Treasury Building in Spring Street, there are
four statues of Premiers of Victoria who served as Premier for ten years or longer.

However, two recent Premiers remained in office for about nine years and
therefore just missed out on a statue!
What are their names?
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Question B3
Have you seen a major political protest meeting – live or on the TV news? If so,
• What was the protest about?
• Where did the protest take place?

A protest in Melbourne about a war might take place at Federation Square.
A protest about logging in the mountains might take place on the steps of
Parliament House.
Why would they be held in these different locations?

Question B4
Prepare to discuss the saying: A picture is worth a thousand words. Look at
Picture 4 as an example of this claim about the power of pictures.

a Does this saying apply, for example, to political cartoons?
b

Has this saying been used so often that we can now describe it as a cliché
rather than a piece of wisdom?

c If you are interested in finding out more about cartoons in the political history

of Australia, you could check out the daily newspapers.

Perhaps you could also organise a regularly-changing display on the classroom
walls?
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Question B5
a The Constitution is a most important document. If you need to find out what

is meant by the words The Constitution, there are several places to check; for
example:
Page 13 of the book Inside the Parliament of Victoria
Google the word Constitution
Which method of enquiry suits you best as a student? Why?

b Perhaps there is more than one constitution in the political life of Victorians.
Look at Picture 5 and answer the following question:

There is an Australian Constitution and a Victorian Constitution.
				True				False

Question B6
Look at Picture 6 and your answer to the question posed by the caption.
What are the names of two other countries which got most of their parliamentary
systems from England because they were once colonies of the British Empire?
Clues are provided for some possible answers!
		

The All Blacks rugby team

		

North of the USA

		
A country of more than a billion people with a prominent
				cricket team
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Question B7		 A careful and critical reading
					task...
a What is Hansard and why is it important?
As written in the book Inside the Parliament of Victoria on Page 30:

“

Hansard is the name given to the official printed
reports of parliamentary debates. As the only
complete, accurate and permanent record of the
debates of parliament in both Houses, Hansard is
an essential part of the parliamentary system....
(it) is an accurate representation of speeches
and statements without redundancies, errors of
grammar, slips of the tongue and factual errors.
Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 30

“

Underline a seven-word phrase in the paragraph above which describes what
Hansard is.
Hansard is relied upon as the official record of what is said in Parliament.
Underline any words which show the characteristics of Hansard which make it
so dependable.
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b A brief history
...More than 400 years ago, the British Parliament prohibited all reporting
and publishing of its proceedings. The Parliament believed that their
discussion and debates should be held in private. Anyone who tried to
publicise a record of what happened in parliament would be severely
punished
Over time, things changed…parliamentary debates began to be published,
first in newspapers, then by the Hansard family, and finally by Parliament
itself
In Victoria, similar changes took place: when the Victorian Parliament
began in 1856, debates were published in the Argus newspaper, and in
1865 Parliament began publishing a Victorian Hansard
In the early years, these reports were still incomplete because of a
shortage of suitably qualified staff. Gradually, additional staff members
were appointed and it became possible to publish the debates in full
Adapted from the Parliament of Victoria website

The official title of Hansard is Parliamentary Debates. Why do we call it Hansard?
So you have access to everything that MPs say in parliamentary debates. Why
might you want to look up something an MP has said? How would you go about
accessing Hansard?
Hint: you could start by searching the Parliament of Victoria website:
				www.parliament.vic.gov.au
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Question B8
Look at Picture 8. In this question, you are asked to consider:
• Will new technologies change the way in which our parliament works?
• Will new technologies change the way in which our political process works?
• How might these changes appear during the next few years?
• Can we predict good and bad results from these changes?

a In Parliament itself...
• How would you find out if MPs must turn off their mobile phones when

sitting in the chamber during Question Time?
• Explore the information about the Parliament of Victoria currently available
online at: www.parliament.vic.gov.au.

There is always a cost involved in keeping the information on web pages up to
date. What is the latest year and event listed on the From Westminster to Spring
Street timeline on the website?

b How technology might change voting in the
future...voting by SMS
What is a referendum?
Will we vote one day in a future referendum using an updated version of SMS?
Why (or why not) is this idea practical, and fair?
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c The language in the chambers of Parliament can become very colourful as

different Members work hard to argue their point…and upset the other party
members.

The picture below shows the symbols used by a number of political parties
which are represented from time to time in the Victorian Parliament.

What is the full name of each of these parties?
Which party forms the current Government and which party forms the
Opposition?
It can be difficult to ensure efficient communication between all members
of a political party within the Parliament. Most political parties have one of
their members whose job is to be the Party Whip! The Whip is a Member of
Parliament.
What do you think is the job done by the Whip? (Check your response with the
information on Page 18 of the book Inside the Parliament of Victoria.)
How might new technologies assist in efficient communication between the
Whip and the other Members?
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General questions about
language, parliament and
politics
Question B9
a Gain experience in using an online dictionary. Google the following words:
Assent		Constitution		Executive		Westminster system

b Complete the following sentences (adapted from Page 10 of the book Inside
the Parliament of Victoria) by placing the words in the correct gaps.
Referendum			

Constitution			

Referendum

“...The Commonwealth Constitution can only be changed
with a majority of votes in a majority of States and
Territories resulting from a ________________________.
Some parts of the Victorian ________________ can be
changed by the Victorian Parliament itself but other parts
need a majority vote at a state-wide ___________________.”

c Question Time: What do you think is meant by the term Question without

Notice?
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Question B10
An important political term:
					Universal Suffrage
a In the early days of democracy in Ancient Athens, women could not vote;
nor could slaves.

Over the next two thousand years, democracy spread to other cultures around
the world. Each culture allowed different groups to vote; for example, people
who owned property.
Finally, during the last one hundred years or so, the parliaments of a lot of
countries approved universal suffrage. What do you think these two words
mean? Choose the most appropriate explanation from the choice below.
					

The right for adult men to vote

					

The right for adult women to vote

					

The right for adult men and women to vote

b Women in Victoria got the right to vote in 1908. However, women were not
permitted to be elected to Parliament until 1923.

Female MPs are still fewer in number than male MPs. This is the case worldwide.
According to an article in The Age newspaper (20/9/08, Page 16), female MPs
made up 18.4% of parliamentary representatives worldwide.
What do these figures mean (mathematically) in the following question?
• For every 200 MPs, approximately how many would be women?
				18			37			184
What do you think the percentage figures might be by the year 2023, which
is 100 years after women got the right to stand for election into the Victorian
Parliament? Why?
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Question B11
Some more expressions
					important in politics
How do you develop an understanding of complicated political language like
this?

		

Swinging Voter		

Balance of Power

Double Dissolution

Use the sentence clues below to help you match the following expressions with
their meaning by placing the correct number in the brackets.

SENTENCE CLUES

In the Federal Parliament in 1975, the Governor-General called a double
dissolution election because the Upper House (Senate) would not pass the
‘money bill’ necessary for the Government to keep going. There was some
political turmoil prior to the election. The final result was that many swinging
voters finally decided to vote for the Liberal Party and National Party who won
so many seats that they held the balance of power all by themselves.

EXPRESSIONS

1. A swinging voter
2. Balance of power
3. Double dissolution

MEANINGS

The terms of all MPs in both the Upper House and Lower House are ended at
the same time so that new elections are needed for both Houses
A person who doesn’t necessarily vote for the same party at each election
The ability of a person or group of people to determine the outcome of a vote
when no political party has a majority
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Question B12

Avoidance strategies?

Think back on recent examples of criticism about language use in politics.
• Is someone trying to gain time before giving an answer, or even trying to

avoid having to give an answer?
• Are they trying to cover up the fact that they don’t know what to say?
• Is the question unreasonable?

What do you think of the following examples of language use in politics?
• Do you become suspicious if you hear a Member of Parliament begin an

answer with the words “Quite frankly...”?
• Are you suspicious if you hear someone talk about a “level playing field”?
• Have you heard about core promises and non-core promises?
• Have YOU ever defended yourself by saying that you have been “quoted out

of context”?
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Question B13

Wait a minute; you can’t say that!

Parliaments have rules about the use of language. Sometimes, an MP might break
those rules: a couple of examples follow. However, we should remember that
“...parliamentary debates can be heated – but there are rules about what
members can say and can’t say...and ideas about ‘unparliamentary language’
have changed over time...”
In the 1930s and 1940s, Members of Parliament in New Zealand used language
such as:
“blow-fly minded”
“Financial Frankenstein”
“I would cut the honourable gentleman’s throat if I had a chance”, or
“His brains could revolve inside a peanut shell for a thousand years without touching the sides”

In Victoria, since 1991, Hansard records the following examples of
unparliamentary language:
“Pig’s bum!”
“What a bloody cheek!”
“This government has pissed money into the wind”
“You just listen for once, thickhead?”
“What a lie! You’re an absolute liar!”
“The honourable member...............is obviously drunk.”
“Worm”
“Galah”
“Greedy mongrels”
“Ignoramus!”
“He accepts money for telling lies about people’s products.”

a Would the old examples of ‘unparliamentary language’ still be unacceptable

today?

b Discuss with other students your opinion of what sort of language should be
judged as ‘unparliamentary’ today.
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For question B14, students might prefer to work as members of a group.

Question B14
The reporters who work on Hansard can use keyboards and other technology in

a very fast and efficient way.
Choose a group member – Student One- to write a three-sentence media
statement which announces that the Government is pleased to make public
transport free.
For example: -

Sentence One

Public transport in Victoria will be free (as a trial for six months).

Sentence Two

It is a good idea for people and saves the taxpayer on the costs of other transport
infrastructure.

Sentence Three

The Government is pleased to try out this innovative policy.
Student One: Read out your media statement slowly while other students try
to write it down as quickly as possible.
Other students: Fix up your spelling and check the accuracy of your transcript.
Calculate your ‘Hansard speed’ (in words per minute) and decide on the quality
of the job you have completed!
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